
In 2017, the ErasmusPro programme was
launched, promoting mobilities for VET
learners. Since then, the European
Council has been pursuing long-term
mobilities for students in its
recommendations, long-term
placements abroad having clear added
value for the acquisition of specific
professional skills & transversal
competences (including social skills,
sense of initiative & European
citizenship).
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Thus, a transnational partnership was
created, PREP4PRO, aiming at increasing
the opportunities and chances in life of
learners with fewer opportunities by
facilitating their active participation in
Erasmus Pro programme. 

To follow the project:

     PREP4PRO
European project for long-term
mobility of VET learners (EQF 3-4)

Belgium: GO! Technisch
Atheneum Zavelenberg
Finland: Sataedu
France: BTP CFA OCCITANIE
Germany: BBS Osterholz-
Scharmbeck
Slovenia: Solski Center Kranj
Spain: Inspectoría Salesiana
María Auxiliadora

The partnership, bringing together 6
European VET providers, is set up to
work on solutions to the obstacles
to long-term mobility from
November 2022 to January 2025:

Seminars in each country: 

https://wechange.de/project
/ka2-prep4pro/micros ite
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      Partners 

                           In 2020, only

 
of the total mobilities of VET

learners were long-term
mobilities. 

 Inclusion is still “a cross-
cutting priority”. 
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#3 . Inclusion

The European partners, in charge of reducing the difficulties of 
long-term mobility, and promoting the implementation of the 
Prep4Pro programme, have three objectives: 

#1 . Strategy 

#2 . Kit Prep4pro 
To build a strong, sustainable 
(learning) network/ecosystem 
of matching VET providers 
throughout Europe that 
breathes mutual trust and 
quality. 

Communication strategies and 
tools to reach, inform, involve 
and motivate each target group 
to participate in ErasmusPro. 

A roadmap book in 8 European 
languages as a practical 
framework & guide for 
ErasmusPro, with specific 
sections on learners with fewer 
opportunities. 

VET learners, incuding those with 
fewer opportunities
their parents
companies
VET schools/VET staff

The groups involved in finding 
solutions to the various obstacles and 
concerned by future mobilities are:
 

Implementing a quality
internationalisation strategy

Providing methods and tools to 
facilitate implementation Including learners with fewer

opportunities

A tested and approved
strategy, with all the tools to
build a solid and sustainable
network of vet providers
throughout Europe.

   The road to 


